FIA EVENT REQUEST
To ensure fair and equal participation in all local events, we are asking all those who wish to be included
in the Fitness in Action Series Schedule to submit a request for approval before the addition is made.
Local event organizers put lots of energy into putting on their event and we want to ensure it is worth
their time and effort and continue to put on their event each year. To be included on the FIA Schedule
we ask an organizer do the following:
1. Be a member of the Fit Kids of Southwest Oklahoma Coalition whose goal is to create an active
and healthy community. If an organizer is not a member, member forms will be provided Ashley
Green, Healthy Living Program. Email: ashleyg@health.ok.gov ; Phone: 580-585-6686.
2. Be willing to work with the FIA committee and choose a date to host their event on one not
already taken by another local FIA event.

If a date cannot be set that doesn’t conflict with another already approved FIA event, this does not mean
an organizer cannot hold their event. We will still promote it through other avenues just not the FIA
Sanctioned Calendar.

3. Provide a participant/registrant list to the series committee to ensure actuate proof of
participation for the FAST Challenge.
4. Include the Fitness in Action and Fit Kids Coalition Logo during promotion of event and tag their
event as another way our community is working together to get families outside and active.
Please provide the following to be considered as an inclusion on the Fitness in Action Series Schedule:
Event Name
Desired Event Date &Time

Type

(1M, 5K, MTB)

Event Location

Registration Information/Cost
Event Organizer
Contact Person (Name)
Email Address

Phone Number

Fit Kids of Southwest Oklahoma Member Organization
Yes
No
The series is presented by Fit Kids of Southwest Oklahoma which seeks to provide a healthier way of life for all. The
goal of the series is participation and to provide opportunities for people to be active and lead healthy lifestyles.

